
ScienceDirect Corporate Edition
Added value for researchers in the  
Oil & Gas industry

Harnessing the power 
of interdisciplinary 
research

“Our awareness of the fundamental 
findings reported by others permits  
us to build on their findings. Research  
is built by this process – we cannot  
afford to reinvent the wheel, so access  
to information is vital. It really  
is the lifeblood of any vibrant  
R&D organization.”

– ScienceDirect user and Senior Research 
Scientist, integrated oil & gas industry Tap into a wealth of interdisciplinary 

research as you strive to make discoveries 
and bring innovations to market. With 
ScienceDirect you can access the widest 
range of scientific and technical journals 
and books, putting the critical information 
you need at your fingertips.

Equipped with the latest developments and dynamic 
tools, you can make smart, fast decisions that boost  
your R&D.

Making smart, informed decisions under pressure is key 
to navigating today’s big challenges, such as minimizing 
environmental impact, uncertainty and risk while 
maximizing output and safety to meet regulations. 

Keeping up with the latest advances in Oil & Gas, such  
as high-resolution subsurface imaging, carbon capture 
and storage, and catalysis, requires access to the  
right knowledge.



ScienceDirect Corporate Edition
OIL & GAS

ACCELERATE YOUR RESEARCH
Make sure you don’t miss out on critical developments as you strive to bring innovations, products 
and technologies to market. ScienceDirect Corporate Edition covers all the topics you need to 
accelerate your research, with publications by authoritative researchers across the board.

•  Smart decisions based on trusted, peer-reviewed information 
Get interdisciplinary insights from a vast range of information across subject areas

•  Cutting-edge content and supplementary material to accelerate your R&D 
Delve into more than 15 million articles with embedded audio, video and data

•  Additional research paths help you navigate your options 
Discover what your peers are reading, giving you new perspectives and insights

•  Maximize your investment 
Benefit immediately with web-based access, training and support programs

BROADEN YOUR KNOWLEDGE HORIZONS
Searching for solutions to problems that arise during product development or process 
improvement is a vital part of R&D. In the increasingly interdisciplinary research world,  
answers can be found in unexpected places.

By harnessing the power of integrated knowledge, Oil & Gas researchers are accelerating their 
discoveries and developments. Our Oil & Gas customers are gaining increasing value from 
ScienceDirect, with unlimited access to an ever-expanding library of interdisciplinary content 
across a wide range of subject areas.

Oil & Gas researchers are applying knowledge from a variety of disciplines gained on 
ScienceDirect, with a focus on subjects outside of just Energy, Earth & Planetary Sciences, and 
Chemical Engineering:

• Materials Science • Physics & Astronomy
• Chemistry • Agriculture & Biological Sciences
• Computer Sciences • Medicine

Oil & Gas companies access information in journals across the wide range of disciplines available 
in ScienceDirect Corporate Edition. Top titles include:

• Marine and Petroleum Geology • Tectonophysics
• Chemical Engineering Science • Microporous and Mesoporous Materials
• Biomass and Bioenergy • Journal of Loss Prevention in the Process Industries
• Journal of Advanced Research • Progress in Natural Science: Materials International

Valuable book content across a wide range of disciplines is also available and completely integrated 
with journal content in ScienceDirect Corporate Edition. Top titles include:

• Handbook of Liquefied Natural Gas • Smart Grid
• Handbook of Electrochemistry • Ideas of Quantum Chemistry (Second Edition)

Take advantage of a wide variety of published content, available at your fingertips.

Journals: Every year, Elsevier publishes more than 250,000 peer-reviewed articles in 2,300 journals, 
and continues to add new journal titles to the platform.

Books: Elsevier publishes more than 13,000 book titles across a wide range of subjects, including:

• eBooks • Reference Modules
• eTextbooks • Book and Handbook Series
• Major Reference Works

To harness the power of interdisciplinary research, visit: 
elsevier.com/rd-solutions


